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Introduction

Two factors dominated Afghanistan throughout the nineteenth century:
internal chaos and external invasions and intimidation. During the Great
Game  Czarist  Russia  and  the  British  Empire  were  betrothed  in
diplomatic  squabbling  to  sway  over  Afghanistan  politically  and
militarily. British policy towards Afghanistan was based on inducement,
coercion and military intervention. British relationship with Afghanistan
was essential to any security system in order to thwart any attack on
India. Afghanistan did not assume its present form until the end of 19 th

century  when  its  political  borders  were  delineated  by  neighbouring
British and Russian imperial powers.
In an attempt to secure or depict borders or frontiers, several lines were
to be drawn in India.  One  of  them was the Durand Line Agreement
(1893)  that  was  to  represent  the  limits  of  the  respective  spheres  of
influence of British India and Afghanistan on the North West Frontier of
India, in order to keep the area free from Kabul's influence. As a result
of this Agreement, the British managed to bring the populace under their
domain, which was a natural buffer zone with Afghanistan between the
Czarist  Russia  and  British  India.  This  paper  attempts  to  analyse  the
significance of the Agreement for the British as part of their “ring fence”
strategy  to  protect  the  ‘brightest  jewel  in  the  crown’ of  the  British
Empire.
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Background

At the beginning of the 19th century the British and the Russian Empire
both  started  showing interest  in  Afghanistan.12The English  wanted  to
keep Afghanistan as  an uncongenial  and unpleasant  place that  would
stop any advancing armies from entering the British-controlled areas in
South Asia. 
The steady advance of Russia in 1860s towards the northern frontiers of
Afghanistan  after  conquering  and  subjugating  Muslim  Khanates  one
after the other alarmed the British authority and they decided to build a
strong,  friendly  Afghanistan,  which  should  serve  as  a  buffer  state
between British and the Russians.23Afghanistan was thus dragged into
the sphere of international politics, ‘its destiny decided in St. Petersburg
and  London.’34 According  to  David  Dilks  the  British  committed
themselves to protect  Afghan territory, ‘not  for its  intrinsic value nor
because  they  could  defend  the  whole  of  it,  but  because  they  were
determined to avoid having a land frontier with a first-class power.45

In  the  beginning  of  1869  Gladstone,  the  British  Prime  Minister,
proposed to the Czarist  government the creation of a neutral  zone in
Central  Asia  between  the  territorial  possessions  of  the  British  and
Russia. This zone was to be respected by both powers and was designed
to prevent their territories from having a common border.   British and
Russia failed to come to an agreement pertaining to the legal status of
Afghanistan  frontiers.  After  1880  the  military  initiative  tilted  in
favour of Russia in Central Asia. On 13 th of February 1884 the Merv
Oasis was captured by the Russians, considered to be of great military
and strategic importance.  With its capture, the subjugation of Central
Asia was completed; the news was received with great alarm in Kabul,
Calcutta and London. The intensity of sensitivity and feelings prevalent
in  England  was  aptly  and  fittingly  called  by  Duke  of  Argyll  as
“Mervouness.”
After the Merv incident, the British felt it indispensable and crucial to
demarcate the northern frontiers of Afghanistan as early as possible for
fear  that  Russia  should  start  developing  any  claims  on  the  Afghan
territories. In view of the concern expressed by the British government,

21 Lord Curzon termed Afghanistan as the “cockpit of Asia” whereas Alama Iqbal called it the 
“heart of Asia.”

32 H. W. Mills, The Pathan Revolts in the North-West Frontier (Lahore: Sang-e-Meel Publications,
1996), p. 110.

43 A.B. Awan, Across The Rivers and over the Hills (Islamabad: Pangrahic, 1982), p. 127.

54 David Dilks, Curzon in India. I. Achievement (New York: Taplinger Pub. Co; 1970), p. 166.
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the  Russian  government  agreed  therefore,  in  May  1884  to  a  British
proposal  for  delimiting  Afghanistan's  north  western  border.56The
negotiation had a setback due to the Punjdeh event in March 1885. The
event brought the two rival powers on the verge of armed hostilities but
fortunately for both the powers the crisis was settled peacefully.  After
the Punjdeh crisis the Russians accepted British proposal in July 1886 to
set  up  a  Boundary  Commission  to  demarcate  the  boundary  between
Russia  and  Afghanistan,  in  light  of  the  protocol  signed  on  10 th

September 1885. The Commission completed its work in June 1888 and
the final boundaries between Afghanistan and Russia were confirmed on
12th June 1888. Afghanistan's  boundary with Russia was thus defined
and demarcated. 
According to G.J. Elliot ‘It was a big victory for the British over the
Russians that they were able to intervene so decisively and forestall any
attempt  by  Russia  to  extend  her  influence  up  to  the  Hindu  Kush.67

William Habberton hailed it as a partial success for the British because
she  had  at  least  obtained  the  much-desired  hard  granite  of  a  legal
compact with its adversary in Central Asia, and the sense of security that
accompanied  it.78Lord  Curzon  was  of  the  opinion  that  the  Russians
wanted to ‘keep the English busy in Asia and therefore quiescent at the
Straits, to prevent a repetition of 1878. Thus the keys of Constantinople
might be won on the banks of Helmund.’89The settlement thus ‘reflected
mutual acknowledgement of the current state of power in this part of
Central  Asia.,  and  mutual  reluctance  to  risk  war  in  the  course  of
modifying it.’910Alferd Lyall, says that the boundary pillars now set up
by  the  two  European  powers  on  the  Hindu  Kush  and  by  the  Oxus
confirmed the first premeditated and practical endeavor made by them to
stave off the contact of their unremittingly growing Asiatic empires.1011

But Afghanistan boundary with British India was still undefined and un-
demarcated. There were areas upon which both the sides had either their

65 D.P. Singhal, India and Afghanistan: A Study in Diplomatic Relations 1876-1907 (New Delhi:
South Asian Publishers, 1963), p. 115. 

76 J.G. Elliot,  The Frontier 1839-1947: The Story of the North-West Frontier of India (London:
Cassell, & Company Ltd, 1968), p. 45.

87Habberton, William, Anglo-Russian Relations Concerning Afghanistan 1837-1907(Urbana: The
University of Illinois, 1937), p. 57.

98 Dilks, Curzon in India. I. Achievement, p. 162.

109 David. Gillard, The Struggle for Asia 1828- 1914: A Study in British and Russian Imperialism
(London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1977),  pp. 155-6.

1110 India Under the Marquis of Dufferin’, Edinburgh Review, January, 1889.
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claims or kept their coveted eyes or wanted to be under their control or
sphere of influence.
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Prelude to Durand Line Agreement

Throughout the 1890s there was a forward trend along the frontier, a
tendency to push outposts up the valleys, to Wana in Waziristan and up
the Tochi Valley in an effort to get more in touch with the independent
tribes.1112Along  the  frontier  Amir  Abdur  Rahman  was  making  his
presence felt by attempting to assert his suzerainty over various border
tribes.1213General Lord Robert argued “Amir is known to be hostile, and
has been endeavouring to rouse the tribes on the North-West–Frontier
against us.”1314

The Amir was of the estimation that Chitral, Dir, Swat, Bajour, Jandul,
and other tribal territories to the north of Peshawar, and on the north-
west  frontier  of  Kashmir,  were  dependencies  of  Kabul  and he  made
continual and persistent endeavours to assume sovereignty and control
over these territories. The Government of India nonetheless, in no way
recognised any claim on the part of the Afghan ruler to allegiance and
adherence from areas.
In  the  previous  decade  Amir  Abdur  Rehman  has  watched  with
disapproval and irritations any predisposition on the part of British to
move forward their boundaries. He made forceful and vigorous attempts
to expand his influence and authority over the tribes on the border. He
dispatched emissaries, invited the tribes to visit Kabul and granted them
gratuities. In 1882, he laid claim to Chitral, a claim which was rejected
and discarded by the British.1415He threatened Turi tribes in the Kurram
valley,  strengthened  his  position  in  Waziristan,  effectively  assumed
authority over the Afridis, and reinforced his connection and relations
with  the  Mohmands.1516In  February  1883  Abdur-  Rehman  was

1211 Tytler, Afghanistan: A Study of Political Developments in Central and Southern Asia, p. 190.
The forward school desired the extension of the Pax-Britannica up to the Afghan Border (Durand
Line).  The advocates of the forward policy were mainly military men who desired active service
and  medals.  Whereas  the  close  border  regarded  the  subjugation  of  these  tribes  desirable,  but
considered the immediate realisation of that object as too costly for the resources of India. They
regarded military adventures on the North-West Frontier (know Khyber Pakhtunkhwa)  as a waste
of public money. It was all the question of expense.

1312 J.P.Misra,   The  Administration  of  India  Under  Lord Lansdowne  1888-1894(New Delhi:
Sterling Publishers, 1975),  pp. 47-9.

1413 Secret Notes on the Central Asian Question and the Frontier Defences of India 1877-1893, p.
4. L/MIL/17/14/80. India Office Record, British Library, London.

1514  R. A.Johnson,  Russians at the Gates of India? Planning the Defence of India, 1885-1900,
The Journal of Military History, Vol. 67, No. 3 (July 2003), pp. 697-743.

1615  Ross  Masood  Hussain,  Federally  Administered  Tribal  Areas  (FATA):  A  Modern  -  day
Anachronism?  Journal  of  Political  Studies.  http://www.pu.edu.pk/polsc/jops/PDF/Article%20-
%204.pdf, (accessed  May 14, 2010).
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threatening to invade  Bajaur and Swat  unless  their  Chiefs  came to
Kabul  by  October  to  make  submission.1617The  British  warned  the
Amir  that  Bajaur,  Dir  and  Swat  were all  beyond  Afghan
influence.1718He also tried to win the loyalties of the Wana tribal chiefs
by inciting them to ask for the Amirs’ protection from the British.1819

Michael Barthorp viewed that the Amir subsequently incited the frontier
tribes against the British.1920‘For this purpose’, Harold Deans stated ‘The
Amir  keeps  up  regular  pro-Afghan  agencies  amongst  the  tribes  and
subsidises them. Anybody who is notoriously anti-British receives as an
allowance. I have reported it in every Administration Report. The British
Agent in Kabul reports how the tribes are given large sums of money
and ammunition.’2021On seeing the Amir’s moves, Durand, the Foreign
Secretary of India, wrote to H.S Banes, saying: 

“We are getting very bad news all along the border, from
black mountain to the waziri country, the amir is threatening
qurram[Kurram], the afridis are in a very shaking condition;
with  his  missionaries  among  them  giving  them
ammunition…This  sounds  almost  incredible-  I  could  not
believe it  at  first.  But  I am afraid there is no doubt of it
now.”2122

It was an indispensable part of the Amir’s policy to uphold Afghan sway
among the independent  tribes throughout the border, partly to defend
himself from armed rebellion against the state, and partly ‘as a prickly
hedge of defence against  possible British aggression.’2223According to

1716 G.J.  Alder, British India’s Northern Frontier 1865-95: A Study in Imperial Policy. London:
Longmans, 1963), p. 149.

1817 Ibid.

1918 Johnson “Russians at the Gates of India”? Planning the Defence of India, 1885-1900. 

2019 Michael Barthorp. The North-West Frontier: A Pictorial History, 1839-1947(Poole: 
Blandford Books Ltd., 1982), p. 99.  

2120 Proceedings of the Army in India Committee, 1912 Military Records, vol: 2. Minutes of the
evidence  /  IOR  NEG  1/282  Simla  (Government  Central  Branch  Press,  1913),  p.  333.
L/MIL/17/5/1751/3.India Office Record, British Library, London.

2221Durand to H.S Banes Durand papers, S.No.  98, 30 th June 1891.. MSS. EUR. D.727 / 11.
India  Office  Record,  British Library, London.Durand in a  letter  to  Captain W. Evans dated 16
November 1892 wrote about the Amir intentions and British response to it. He said that “He is hold
on to Asmar and other places where he has not right to be. If he goes on we shall have to turn him
out of their as we turned him out of the Waziri Country, but I think he will go without giving serious
trouble. He is  merely a swaggering Afghan with his head full  of wind. (Durand to Captain W.
Evans. S.No. 384,  16th November  1892 Durand papers MSS.  EUR.  D. 727 / 11.  India  Office
Record, British Library, London.

2322 W.K. Fraser Tytler,  Afghanistan: A  Political Developments in Central and Southern Asia
(London: Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 189.
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Ludwig  Adamec  the  ‘Afghan rulers  considered this  tribal  belt  to  be
Afghan territory; failing to gain it for Afghanistan, however, they wanted
to see it established as a buffer zone between Afghanistan and India, a
barrier to British penetration. Afghanistan.’2324

Throughout 1892 and 1893, a state of unrest and disquiet continued to
exist along the whole frontier from the snow-capped peaks of Chitral to
the  barren  deserts  of  Baluchistan.  To quote  a  government  report  “A
general uncertainty prevailed as to the limits of the two Governments,
and the tribesmen constantly took advantage of this uncertainty, playing
off the one against the other.”2425

Relations between the two countries, by 1893, were fast deteriorating
and some sort of boundary settlement was in the minds of British high
ups.2526The British for the  purpose of  defence wanted to  demarcate  a
boundary between the two countries on scientific lines. In a blunt letter
to Amir, the Viceroy of India Lord Lansdowne wrote that whether he
would accept the offer or not it was imperative for the British to decide
which territory should and should not be part of Afghanistan.2627

The Viceroy initially wanted to send Lord Roberts on that mission which
was opposed by the Amir upon his role during the Second Afghan War,
the Viceroy resorted to withhold the Amir’s latest shipment of guns and
ammunition,  to  be  released  only  upon  receipt  of  Abdur  Rahman’s
acceptance of a British delegation to Kabul.2728Subsequently Mortimer
Durand was chosen to lead the delegation. Amir Abdur Rahman sent a
letter to Lord Lansdowne before the Durand Mission’s arrival to Kabul,
in which he stated his opinion as to the best method of dealing with the
tribes, and warned the Viceroy of the results of a more forward policy:

As to these frontier tribes known by the name of Yaghistan,
if were included in my dominions I should be able to make
them fight against any enemy of England and myself,…But
if you cut them out of my dominions, they will neither be of

2423Ludwig W Adamec,. Afghanistan, 1900-1923: A Diplomatic History. University of California
Press, 1967), p. 6.

2524Collin.C.Davies,  The  Problem  of  the  North-West  Frontier, 1890-1908:  With  a  Survey  of
Policy since 1849(London:  Curzon Press, 1975), p. 160.

2625Tytler, Afghanistan: A Study of Political Developments in Central and Southern Asia, p. 188.

2726 Singhal, India and Afghanistan 1876-1907: A Study in Diplomatic Relations, p. 141.

2827Misra,   The  Administration  of  India  Under  Lord  Lansdowne  1888-1894,  p.  53.  Abdur
Rahman's letters and eloquent autobiography describe the pressure brought to bear on him in regard
to that boundary agreement. Besides threats to cut tunnels and build railroads into his territory with
or without his consent, the British stopped commercial transit and gun shipments already paid for
and expelled his officials from certain areas.
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any use to you nor to me: you will always be engaged in
fighting or other trouble with them.2829

The Delimitation of the Pakhtun Territory

The two parties held parleys and meetings regarding the delimitation of
the  boundary  between  the  two  countries.  Finally  in  two  separate
agreements  that  were  signed  on  November  12,  1893,2930the  Afghans
agreed to relinquish their claims to all lands north of the Oxus, and in
the south agreed to a definitive border with British India.3031 It crosses
different types of landscape which linked the Pamir to Arabia Sea. There
was also some adjustment of territories. The British Government also
agreed to make some territorial adjustment.  Afghanistan would retain
Asmar and in return they would not interfere in the affairs of Chitral,
Swat and Bajaur. Likewise, the British Raj in India conceded a portion
of land in Waziristan (i.e. Birmal) to the Amir and in return Afghanistan
renounced his right over the whole of Waziristan.3132

They also agreed that neither party was to interfere with the tribes lying
on the other side of the Durand Line, as the newly demarcated border
was to become known.3233Moreover, the Amir was promised continued
shipments  of  guns  and  ammunition,  while  his  annual  subsidy  was
increased from 12 to 18 lakhs of rupees.3334

Critical Appraisal of the Agreement

2928 Sultan M Khan,. (ed),  The Life of Abdur Rahman:  Amir of Afghanistan, Vol. II. Karachi:
Oxford University Press, 1980), pp. 157-58.

3029The government of India wrote to the Secretary of India about the agreement: we have 
assumed a measure of responsibility for the peace of the Afghan border which has not hitherto been 
ours,...we desire to bring the tribes whom this settlement concerns further within our influence. (See
Tytler, Afghanistan: A Study of Political Developments in Central and Southern Asia, p. 188).

3130 Misra, The Administration of India Under Lord Lansdowne 1888-1894 (New Delhi: Sterling 
Publishers, 1975), p. 61.

3231 See  also Demarcation  of  the  southern portion  of  the  Afghan-Waziristan Boundary  from

Domandi to Khwaja Khidar, and tribal arrangements with Mahsud Waziris.  Foreign Department
1895, confidential Annual File No. 2.  Indo-Afghan Boundary No. 761-936 Vol. VI. Directorate of
Archives and Libraries, Peshawar.

3332 A clause  in  the  agreement  stated:  The  Government  of  India  will  at  no  time  exercise
interference in the territories lying beyond this line on the side of Afghanistan, and His Highness the
Amir will at no time exercise interference in the territories lying beyond this line on the side of
India.(See Mehrunnisa Ali, Pak-Afghan Discord: A Historical Perspective (Documents 1855-1979)
(Karachi: Pakistan Study Centre, University of Karachi, 1990), pp. 55-57. 

3433 Misra, The Administration of India Under Lord Lansdowne 188-1894, p. 61.
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The demarcation of the Durand Line became a major bone of contention
between Afghanistan and Great Britain and it signified a reactivation of
the interventionist policy on the part of Great Britain.3435According to
C.C.  Davies  “The  new  boundary  line  was  not  based  upon  sound
topographical data…In all probability political considerations produced
this  sacrifice  of  ethnological  requirements.”3536Fraser-Tytler  called  it
“illogical  from  the  point  of  view  of  ethnography,  strategy  and
geography”. 3637

For Bisheshwar  “The weak,  materially  backward tribes  living on the
frontiers of civilised powerful states, or the military backward oriental
States, resisting the rapid advance of western imperialism, have always
afforded a pretext of the latter to annihilate or absorb them.”3738

By drawing the Durand Line the British had hoped to create a border
which would seal off their empire hermetically from the acquisitive and
covetous  interest  of  the  Russians.  The  Line,  however, arbitrarily  and
capriciously divided the Pakhtuns on either side of the Hindu Kush.3839

According to Olaf Careo, the British could see a dangerous threat ‘to
their empire in the unity of the Pakhtuns.3940

According to Auckland Colvin, ‘It is improbable that the turbulent and
quasi-independent  tribes  in  question  were  aware  that  they  were  thus
made over from the feeble and fitful grasp of Kabul to the masterful
hand of the Government of India.’4041Marc Jason Gilbert has declared
that Lansdowne’s reign as Viceroy constituted a defining moment in the

3534 Hussain,  Federally  Administered  Tribal  Areas  (FATA):  A  Modern-day  Anachronism?
According to Lord Curzon the Durand Line agreement gives “Great Britain not a single or double
but a threefold Frontier: the administrative border of British India; the Durand Line, or Frontier of
active protection; the Afghan border, which is the outer or advanced strategical Frontier.” (Text of
the 1907 Romanes Lecture on the subject of Frontiers. The Government of British India considered
four distinct and widely separated lines. The Indus River advocated by Lord Lawrence (I863-I868) ;
the line inherited from the Sikhs in 1849, which corresponds roughly tothe western boundary of the
Province; the Durand Line of 1893; and the "scientific  frontier" from Kabul through Ghazni to
Kandahar, which would have retained permanently the territory occupied during the Second Afghan
War (I878- I880).

3635 Davies. The Problem of the North-West Frontier, 1890-1908: With a Survey of Policy since 
1849, pp. 161-62.

3736 Tytler, Afghanistan: A Study of Political Developments in Central and Southern Asia, p. 188.

3837 Bisheshwar Prasad, The Foundation of India’s Foreign Policy 1860-1882 (Bombay: Orient 
Longmans, 1967), p. 13.

3938Banerjee, Mukulika. The Pathan Unarmed: Opposition & Memory in the North West 
Frontier (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2000) , p. 42.

4039 Olaf. Caroe,  Soviet Empire: the Turks of Central Asia and Stalinism . London: Macmillan,
1967), p. 353.

4140Auckland, Colvin, The Problem Beyond the Indian Frontier,   Nineteenth Century: A Monthly
Review, 42:250 (December, 1897), pp.845-68.
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history of British rule in India, because “it was during his administration
that  India’s defense  posture  on  its  northwestern  border  marches  was
placed on a new firm foundation.”4142In Perti’s opinion,  the Viceroy’s
actions  “stalled  the  Russian  plan  of  economic  penetration  in
Afghanistan.”4243Rushbrook  William  contended  that  the  Durand
Agreement ‘became one of the best defined and most clearly recognized
frontiers in the world.’4344

Some English officials contended that the Durand Line was under no
circumstances intended to be a transnational borderline.  It was like a
‘sphere of political influence’ only; a region in which the mere effigy
and simulacrum of Britannia will suffice to allay storms, and to rule the
troubled  waters  of  lawlessness.4445Arnold  Fletcher  termed  the
demarcation as an “ethnological monstrosity,”4546

The writer of the Edinburgh Magazine declares “The demarcation of our
border-line  does  not  merely draw a mark upon the map for  external
Powers,  such as  Russia and Afghanistan,  to recognise  and respect.  It
means that all the tribes within that line are now British Indian subjects,
and that the Government is responsible for ruling them”. 4647

P.M.  Sykes  said  that  Durand  did  not  propose  to  move  forward  the
administrative border of India, but merely pushed for ‘political control.’
4748Lord  Elgin,  the  Viceroy,  wrote  to  George  Hamilton  that  the
Agreement  was  to  express  both  countries  domains  of  influence. 4849

Many Englishmen  later  serving  in  the  frontier  also  considered  the
Durand  Line  and  the  boundary  (administrative  border)  as  simply
delineating zones of influence and responsibility.4950 In General J.G.

4241 Frank Winfield. Winters, Gentleman’s Diplomacy: The Foreign Policy of Lord Lansdowne, 
1845 1927(Ph.D.Dissertation, 2006). http://repository.tamu.edu/bitstream/handle/1969.1/ETD-
TAMU-1133/WINTERS-DISSERTATION.pdf?sequence=1 author name ?, (accessed May 14, 
2010)

4342 Perti,  Rajesh  Kumar.  South  Asia:  Frontier  Policies,  Administrative  Problems,  and Lord
Lansdowne.(New Delhi: Oriental Publishers, 1976), pp. 112-3.

4443 L. F. Rushbrook William, The State of Pakistan (London: Faber, 1966), pp. 62-3.

4544Auckland, The Problem Beyond The Indian Frontier.

4645Arnold. Fletcher, Afghanistan: Highway to Conquest (Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell University Press,
1965), p. 248.

4746 Little Wars on the Indian Frontier, Blackwoods Edinburgh Magazine, 157:956 (June, 1895), 
pp. 930-38.

4847P. M. Sykes, The Right. Honourable Sir Mortimer Durand: A Biography  (Lahore: al-
Biruni, 1977), p. 219.

4948 Letter from Elgin to Hamilton quoted by Dupree, Afghanistan, p. 427.

5049 According to Olaf Caroe “... the agreement of 1893 did not describe the line as the boundary
of India but as the frontier of the Amir's dominions and the line beyond which neither side will
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Elliot’s view ‘considering the complexity of the problem, it worked
very well.’5051As a result of this Agreement the British managed to bring
the populace under their domain, which was a natural buffer zone with
Afghanistan between the Czarist Russia and British India. 5152

In C.C Davies opinion the main objective of the agreement was ‘to have
a line of resistance against Russian expansion.’5253According to Azmat
Hayat  the British policy was ‘to bring under their control and if possible
to organise for purposes of defence against external aggression the great
belt  of  independent  tribal  territory  which  lay  along  the  north-west
frontier  and which had hitherto been allowed to remain a formidable
barrier.’5354

In Dorothea Seelye Franck’s opinion ‘In theory the Tribal territory was a
British protectorate, although the tribes had not accepted Britain as their
protector.  Conversely,  Britain  had  promised  to  respect  their
independence yet was responsible for their behavior. The contradiction
was nicely expressed by a British official who wrote that the Territory,
although  included  in  India,  was  not  part  of  British  India.’5455The
arbitrary border split and rips Pakhtun tribes between Afghanistan and
the British Raj.5556G.B. Malleson remarks that:

A hard and unrealistic principle of policy, designed in its
origin to deal with an Afghanistan bounded on the north and

exercise interference. This was because the British government did not intend to absorb the tribes
into its  administrative  system, only to  extend their  own and exclude  the  Amir's  authority  from
territory east and south of the  line.  (See Olaf Caroe quoted by Smruti  S. Pattanaik,  Pakistan’s
North-West  Frontier:  Under  a  New Name.  http;//www.idsa-india.org/an-aug8-7.html,  9(accessed
May 10, 2010)

5150 Elliott, The Frontier 1839-1947: The Story of the North-West Frontier of India, p. 53.

52 51 Britain's FATA Policy.http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/pakistan/fata-
britain.htm, (accessed April 12, 2010).

5352 Davies. The Problem of the North-West Frontier, 1890-1908: With a Survey of Policy since 
1849, p. While the boundary may have served immediate imperial needs in avoiding confrontation 
between British and Russian imperial interests, the price paid for such Victorian peace is now 
apparent. The Pakhtunistan issue remained a bone of contention between Afghanistan and Pakistan 
ever since 1947.

5453Azmat  Hayat.  Khan,  The  Durand  Line  –Its  Geo-strategic  Importance (Islamabad:  Area
Study Centre, University of Peshawar and Hanns Seidal Foundation 2000), p.131

5554 Dorothea Seelye Franck, Pakhtunistan: Disputed Disposition of a Tribal Land, Middle East
Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1 (Winter, 1952), pp. 49-68.

5655To one observer ‘the cartographer's pen moved nonchalantly across the Pashtun homeland,
drawing a new border disregarding history, tradition and tribal affinities. The line ran remorselessly
through homes, villages, fields, common lands and grazing grounds, and divided tribes and even
families. Thus those whom God hath joined together were put asunder by man.’(Call for Pashtun
nation is not far away.  http://news.rediff.com/column/2009/jul/28/guest-call-for-pashtun-nation-is-
not-far-away.htm, (accessed May 1, 2010).
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north-west  by  wild  and  independent  tribes,  had  been
rigorously applied to an Afghanistan watching with beating
heart  the  steady  and  gradual  absorption  of  those
independent tribes by the perfidious disturber of the peace
of the world.5657

The Durand Line Agreement and the subsequent agreements concerning
the demarcations and delimitation of the border marked a transformation
and  conversion  of  Afghanistan  relationship  and  association  with  the
eastern tribes. The tribes of the  Hindu Kush highlands were formally
released  from  dependability  and  responsibility  of Afghanistan.
According  to  Vartan  Gregorian  ‘With  this  diplomatic  and  economic
weapon, the authorities in India believed they could “induce the Afghans
to  compose  any  differences  they  might  have  with  the  British
Government.”5758The border  necessitated a  new system of  settlements
between communities politically divorced and separated, but in close
functional  contact  with one  another.5859Furthermore  the  question  of
tribesmen’s  disarmament  while  popular  with  subaltern  was  totally
impracticable because, once at the Durand line, ‘you have all Afghanistan
before you. And behind Afghanistan, Russia.’5960

Durand Line Agreement for some tribes was ludicrous, an offense and
illogical; which was against their way of life  6061and ignore the border
restriction. For its part, the Amir of Afghanistan continued to look upon
the tribes in the Frontier as being within the Afghan zone of influence
and remunerated and paid tribes subsidies.6162

With  the  demarcation  of  the  frontier  between  British  India  and
Afghanistan arose the problem of the political assimilation of the tribes.
The border remained porous, maintaining a liminal quality which made
the British almost irrationally anxious, and led them to create a regime

5756 G.B. Malleson, History of Afghanistan: From the Earlist Period to the Outbreak of the War 
of 1878 (Peshawar: Saeed Book Bank, 1984), p. 452.

5857 Vatarn. Gregorian, The Emergence of Modern Afghanistan: Politics of Reforms and 
Modernization, 1880-1946 (California: Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1969), p. 159.

5958Sana.  Haroon,  Frontier of Faith: Islam in the Indo-Afghan Borderland. London: Hurst &
Company, 2007), p. 20.

6059T.C. Coen, The Indian Political Service: A Study in Indirect Rule ( London: Chatto & 
Windus, 1971), p. 160.

6160Britain's FATA Policy, Marya Mannes in her poetry says:
‘Borders are scratched across the hearts of men
by strangers with a calm, judicious pen
and when the borders bleed we watch with dread
the lines of ink across the map turn red.

6261 Banerjee, The Pathan Unarmed: Opposition & Memory in the North West Frontier, p. 42.
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of control in the frontier which was substantially harsher than elsewhere
in the subcontinent.6263Thus, while maps created one level of reality, the
process  of  transformation  occurred  at  others,  as  people  continued  to
follow their ‘own maps’. Neither the Amir nor were the British able to
bring peace to the frontier region. Tribesmen’s resistance rendered the
border virtually redundant and artificial.6364The tribal territory thus has
never known political stability; it  has always been a “prickly hedge”.
Disturbances, strife and uprisings continued to take place in one or the
other sector.6465

Conclusion 

The Durand Line Agreement of 1893 made explicit the demarcation of
the frontier  between British India and Afghanistan.  The Durand Line
divided the Pakhtun tribes living in the area and gave the British control
over  what  would  later  become  the  Northwest  Frontier  Province
(presently known as Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) and Baluchistan.
The British forced the Amir of Afghanistan to accept this new settlement
and delimitation ignoring the objection and wishes of the tribes living on
both sides of the Durand Line.  For the British Frontier  region was a
strategic zone, a buffer zone and second line of defence against foreign
aggression  and  encroachment  towards  the  border  of  India,  therefore,
they  wanted  to  control  this  region  at  any  cost.   The  demarcation,
however, had great ramifications; a general feeling of hatred developed
towards the British not only by the Amir of Afghanistan and his subjects
in general but also by the Pakhtun tribes which came under the control
of the British.  The demarcation was not only a major bone of contention
between British and Afghanistan but when the British left Indo-Pak sub
continent  in  1947,  it  became  a  major  stumbling  block  in  relations
between the newly born state Pakistan and Afghanistan.  In short,  the
Durand  Line  Agreement  became  the  mother  of  all  problems  for  the
British during the British Raj and the first ladder for souring relations
between Pakistan and Afghanistan. 
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